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Ultrafast spin dynamics in ferromagnetic nanodot arrays with dot diameter 100 nm and thickness 20 nm
arranged in honeycomb and octagonal lattice symmetries are studied to explore the tunability of the col-
lective magnetization dynamics. By varying the inter-dot separation between 30 nm and 300 nm drastic
variation in the precessional dynamics from strongly collective to completely isolated regime has been
observed by using all-optical time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr microscope. Micromagnetic simulation
is exploited to gain insights about the resonant mode profiles and magnetic coupling between the nan-
odots. A significant spectral and spatial variation in the resonant mode with increasing dipolar interaction
is demonstrated with increasing inter-dot separation. The spins driven by effective field inside single
nanodots are prone to precess independently, generating two self-standing centre and edge modes in
the array that are influenced by the relative orientation between the inter-dot coupling direction and bias
magnetic field. The anisotropic behavior of dipolar field is rigorously investigated here. Splitting of the
centre mode in case of octagonal lattice is experimentally observed here as a consequence of the aniso-
tropic dipolar field between the nanodot pairs coupled horizontally and vertically, which is not found in
the honeycomb lattice. In addition, proper understanding of the modification of dynamic mode profile by
neighboring dipolar interaction built up here, is imperative for further control of the dynamic dipolar
interaction and the corresponding collective excitation in magnonic crystals. The usage of nanodot lat-
tices with complex basis structures can be advantageous for the designing of high density magnetic
recording media, spin-wave filter and logic devices.
1. Introduction

Magnetically coupled ferromagnetic nanodots are systems of
profound interest because of their potential application in high
density magnetic storage [1,2], logic device [3], magnonic crystal
[4–7], spin torque nano-oscillator [8] and various other sensor
applications. Information stored inside the dot relies on its
strength and orientation of magnetization. Static magnetization
of coupled nanodots can be reversed [9,10] and their spin-wave
(SW) dynamics [11,12] can be modulated due to the influence of
dipolar and multipolar coupling of the neighboring dots. When
the dots are closely packed the magnetic coupling is strong and
with the increase in dot separation the effect of this coupling grad-
ually decreases and disappears. The influences of magnetostatic
field on the magnetization distribution, domain formation and
magnetization dynamics of the nanomagnets have been subject
of interest for long time [13–15]. The initial static configurations
of the spins within the nanodot array are found to be responsible
for the generation of multiple resonant modes with various phases
and amplitudes. The aspect ratio of the individual dot as well as the
lattice configuration of the whole array influences the intrinsic and
extrinsic configurational anisotropies arising from the internal
magnetic field and the inter-dot magnetostatic coupling. These
eventually modify the dynamic field distribution and SW spectra
[16,17].

The collective behavior in the nanodot array is well studied
using various static characterization techniques [18] including sta-
tic magneto-optical Kerr effect (SMOKE) microscopy [19]. Dynam-
ics of the array have been investigated using time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr effect (TRMOKE) microscopy [20–23], ferro-
magnetic resonance (FMR) [24,25] and Brillouin light scattering
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[26–28] technique. The effects of magnetostatic coupling on the
collective precessional mode and damping of nanodot arrays with
varying inter-dot separation down to the single dot regime have
been investigated in details [22,29]. Few reports are also available
on the dipolar coupled binary nanodots [10,30,31]. Dvornik et al.
used micromagnetic simulation to study the dipolar interaction
between a pair of rectangular nanomagnets [32]. Keatley et al.
exploited time-resolved scanning Kerr microscopy (TRSKM) to iso-
late the dynamic dipolar interaction between a pair of nominally-
shaped ferromagnetic disks [33]. Using cavity enhanced TRMOKE
technique, Liu et al. quantified the effect of magnetostatic interac-
tion on single magnet dynamics while the inter-dot separation is
varied [34]. G. Shimon et al. [35] used a micro-focused Brillouin
light scattering (BLS) technique to selectively probe the SW mode
of coupled nanodots due to anisotropic dipolar interactions. How-
ever, the investigation of variation of collective SW dynamics of
coupled nanodots arranged in honeycomb and octagonal lattice
symmetries by varying the inter-dot separation has hitherto not
been tried.

Here we have explored the collective SW dynamics of Ni80Fe20
(Permalloy, Py hereon) nanodot arrays arranged in honeycomb
and octagonal lattice symmetries with varying inter-dot separa-
tions. Honeycomb lattice can be considered as a Bravais lattice
with two-atom basis where each pair of nanodots is horizontally
coupled. On the other hand, in octagonal lattice, paired nanodots
with horizontal as well as vertical coupling construct the unit cell
with complex basis structure providing more control points. This
dipolar interaction is highly anisotropic in nature depending on
the relative orientation between the inter-dot coupling and applied
bias field. TRMOKE microscopy has been used to probe the preces-
sional magnetization dynamics of the arrays which reveal rich SW
spectra for both the lattices. Experimentally and numerically we
have studied the effect of the anisotropic dipolar interaction
between nanodot pairs present through the entire array. The exis-
tence of two self-standing centre modes (CMs) of octagonal lattice
and their frequency shift with inter-dot separation are completely
different from the dynamics of honeycomb lattice. The SW dynam-
ics of the arrays show transition from strongly collective to noncol-
lective regime via weakly collective regime with varying inter-dot
separations. In the collective regime, bias field variation of preces-
sional frequencies establishes the SW mode stability within the
experimental field regime. The salient features of these dot arrays
can make them viable for construction of various nanomagnet
based devices.
2. Experimental and simulation details

Cylindrical Py nanodots having diameter (d) of 100 nm and
thickness (t) of 20 nm are fabricated in 10 � 10 mm2 arrays on
top of self-oxidized Si (100) substrate. The dots are arranged in
honeycomb and octagonal lattice symmetries with different
inter-dot separations (S) varying from 30 nm to 300 nm. The num-
ber of unit cells present in the array vary from about 30 � 30 for S
= 30 nm to about 12 � 12 for S = 300 nm. A combination of
electron-beam evaporation and electron-beam lithography is used
for the fabrication of the nanodots.

Bilayer MMA/PMMA (methyl methacrylate/polymethyl
methacrylate) resist pattern was prepared on the Si substrate by
using electron beam lithography with 100 pA beam current for a
dose time of 1.0 ms. Subsequently, Py was deposited on the resist
pattern by electron-beam evaporation at a base pressure of about
1.3 � 10�7 Torr. The final structure is coated with 5-nm-thick
Al2O3 for preventing the possible degradation during direct expo-
sure to femtosecond laser or environmental deterioration of sam-
ple due to oxidation. Finally, the residual resist was lifted off and
oxygen plasma cleaning was done to remove the sacrificial mate-
rial after lift-off.

Fig. 1(a) shows the scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of the
nanodot arrays with honeycomb symmetry having S = 30, 100
and 300 nm. This lattice symmetry can be considered as a Bravais
lattice with two-atom basis. The unit cell is marked with white
dotted line in the images where a and b are considered as lattice
constants. h is the angle between two consecutive arms of a unit
cell and for honeycomb it is measured as 60 ± 2�. Fig. 1(b) shows
the SEM images of the arrays with octagonal lattice symmetry
which belongs to non-Bravais class with lattice constant (a) and
the angle h = 135 ± 3� (as shown in the Fig. 1: micrographs). For dif-
ferent S, the obtained values of lattice parameters are systemati-
cally tabulated in Tables – 1S and 2S of supplementary material
for honeycomb and octagonal lattices respectively.

In Fig. 1(c), a schematic of the experimental setup with polar
Kerr geometry [21] is shown. In this two-color pump-probe tech-
nique, the fundamental laser beam generated from Tsunami (Spec-
tra Physics, k = 800 nm, pulse width � 80 fs) is exploited to probe
the magnetization dynamics of the sample. Some part of this fun-
damental beam is frequency doubled (k = 400 nm) and used as
pump beam. The pump beam travels with a time delay (Dt) rela-
tive to the probe beam and they collinearly fall upon the sample
through a microscope objective (MO) with N.A. = 0.65 to excite
and probe the sample. The spot size of the probe beam is about
800 nm, while the pump beam is slightly defocused at the focal
plane of the probe beam with a spot size of about 1 mm. The probe
beam is carefully placed at the centre of the pump beam to ensure
uniform excitation of the probed area. A bias magnetic field is
applied at a small angle (u) of about 10�–15� w.r.t. the sample plane
(as shown in Fig. 1(c)). The magnitude of the in-plane bias mag-
netic field (H) is 1.3 kOe in our case. The pump pulse results in
ultrafast demagnetization followed by two-step relaxation and a
damped precession of magnetization. Here, we used 1.7 ns time
window which captures the full time-domain spin dynamics
including the damping. The probe beam detects the time varying
out-of-plane magnetization component from the sample using an
optical bridge detector (OBD) and lock-in-amplifier in a phase sen-
sitive manner. The probe beam covers up to about 26 elements
from the array when S = 30 nm for honeycomb lattice, which grad-
ually decreases with increasing S and a single-dot-like behavior is
obtained at S = 300 nm. For octagonal lattice, as S varies from 30
nm to 300 nm, the number of probed dots varies from 24 to 1.
Fig. 1(d) shows the raw time-resolved Kerr trace which shows
three different temporal regimes. The regime I corresponds to
ultrafast demagnetization (�500 fs) due to incoherent interaction
right after the pump pulse excites the electrons and spins [36]. In
regimes II and III, a fast relaxation (s1) followed by a slow relax-
ation (s2) take place due to the relaxation of electron and spin
energies to the lattice (s1) and then relaxation of lattice energy
to the substrate and the surroundings (s2) [37,38]. The damped
precessional oscillation is superposed on the top of slow relaxation
as shown in this figure. For honeycomb and octagonal lattices with
S = 100 nm, s1 = 9, 11 ps and s2 = 58, 65 ps, respectively. Fig. 1(e)
shows the background subtracted time-resolved Kerr rotation data
for the two lattices with S = 100 nm, which showmultimodal oscil-
lations in both cases.

The experimental data was further reproduced by micromag-
netic simulations using OOMMF software [39]. Here, at first the
static magnetic configuration was obtained by applying a large
magnetic field to saturate the sample. Then the field was reduced
to the required field value and allowed to reach the equilibrium
(maximum torque m � H, where m =M/MS goes well below
10�6 A/m). The spatial distribution of magnetization at time steps
of 10 ps was recorded for a total duration of 4 ns. The optical exci-
tation in the experiment was mimicked by a pulsed magnetic field



Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph images of the Py nanodot array arranged in (a) honeycomb and (b) octagonal lattices. Inter-dot separations (S) and corresponding length
scales are mentioned in numerical figures on the top and bottom of each image, respectively. Unit cells of the honeycomb and octagonal lattices are marked in dotted line in
the figure. (c) Schematic of experimental arrangement used in pump-probe technique. (d) Raw and (e) background subtracted time-resolved Kerr rotation data for
honeycomb and octagonal lattices with S = 100 nm. The red and blue solid lines are bi-exponential fits.



excitation in the simulation, which reproduced the experimental
results successfully. The samples were discretized into rectangular
prisms of dimensions 2 � 2 � 20 nm3 where the lateral cell size is
well below the exchange length of Py (�5.2 nm). Material param-
eters for Py used in the dynamic simulations were gyromagnetic
ratio c0 = 18.5 MHz/Oe, anisotropy field Hk = 0, saturation
magnetization Ms = 860 emu/cc, and exchange stiffness constant
A = 1.3 � 106 erg/cm. The exchange stiffness constant A is obtained
from literature [40]. The other parameters were obtained from the
Kittel fit of bias field dependence of precessional frequency for a Py
blanket film with 20-nm thickness.
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Power spectra of spin-wave modes

Fig. 2 shows the fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectra of
background subtracted time-resolved Kerr rotation data for the
nanodot arrays. The experimental FFT spectra (Fig. 2(a)) for
the honeycomb lattice with S = 30 nm shows a rich band of SW
frequencies starting from 3.5 to 11.5 GHz, indicating a strongly
collective behavior of the array. Out of the five modes, the lower
frequency modes have relatively higher intensities. For S = 75 nm,
the SW spectra is narrowed with only three modes and a sudden
downshift of the highest frequency mode (mode 1) is observed.
With increasing S, mode 2 and 3, slowly merge together and the
collective behavior reduces. Finally, for S � 250 nm, only two
Fig. 2. The experimental and simulated FFT power spectra of background subtracted ex
from Py nanodot arrays with (a) honeycomb and (b) octagonal lattice symmetries. Inter
panel. The number of peak corresponds to each SW mode is indicated at the top of the
spectra indicate the peak position of two SW modes of a single nanodot. Different color
modes appear, which are identical to the two distinct modes of a
single nanodot (mode 1: 9.9 GHz, mode 2: 6.7 GHz) [29]. Micro-
magnetic simulation results for all samples are shown at the
right-hand panel of Fig. 2(a). Simulated modes show decent agree-
ment with the experimental modes except for the broadening of
peaks and relative mode intensities. The average disagreement
between the peak frequencies for experiment and simulation is
found to be about 10%. This can be attributed to the difficulty in
precise accounting for the detailed roughness and edge deforma-
tion of the real samples in the finite difference method based
micromagnetic simulation. Further, the reduction in signal to noise
ratio for the arrays with lower areal densities may cause in appear-
ance of some spurious modes in the experimental spectra. Also the
disagreement may arise due to the limitation in total time window
of less than 2 ns taken during the measurement where as simu-
lated spectra are obtained for 4 ns. The line width broadening is
more in experimental FFT than simulation and peak positions for
different SW modes can be determined less accurately.

For octagonal lattice, the experimental and simulated SW spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 2(b). Clearly three modes are present for the
array with smallest inter-dot separation S = 30 nm, forming a nar-
row band, which evolves into rich spectra at S = 75 nm. Mode 1 for
S = 30 nm splits into two modes and two additional lower fre-
quency modes appear. Mode 1 also experiences a red shift. This
SW spectra remain nearly unchanged for S = 100 nm except for
the relative mode intensities. For S = 150 nm, two high frequency
modes merge together and three other modes persist in the spec-
tra. However, only two distinct SW modes appear for S � 200 nm
perimental time-resolved Kerr rotation data along with simulated spectra obtained
-dot separations are mentioned in numerical figures on the right-hand side of each
peak for all the spectra. The red and blue dotted lines shown in the simulated FFT
shades indicate different magnetostatic interaction regimes.



both in the experimental and simulated spectra. This observation
indicates transition of the dynamics from strongly collective to
completely isolated regime via a weakly collective regime with
increasing inter-dot separation for the octagonal lattice. The red
and blue dotted lines indicate two precessional modes of a single
nanodot having diameter of 100 nm and thickness of 20 nm,
obtained from micomagnetic simulation [29]. The three collective
regimes have been represented by three different color bands in
the FFT spectra.

3.2. Bias field dependence of precessional frequency

For S = 30 nm of the octagonal lattice, no mode splitting is
observed for the highest frequency mode but for S = 75 and 100
nm, clear splitting is observed in the experimental and simulated
FFT spectra (as shown in Fig. 2(b)). Fig. 3(a) shows the simulated
mode frequencies (mode 1 for honeycomb and mode 1, 2 for octag-
onal lattice) as a function of S. While mode 1 shows a sharp
decrease for 30 nm � S � 100 nm followed by saturation for S �
150 nm for both lattice, mode 2 for the octagonal lattice shows
an opposite trend, i.e. it increases sharply for 75 nm � S � 150
nm followed by a saturation at 9.7 GHz, where mode 1 and mode
2 of the octagonal lattice merge to form a single mode.

To understand it further we have studied bias-field dependence
of precessional frequency by varying the in-plane bias magnetic
field in the range 0.62 kOe � H � 1.30 kOe as shown in Fig. 3(b)
for honeycomb and octagonal lattice at S = 75 nm. The Kittel for-
mula has been used to fit the high frequency modes after including
an additional uniaxial anisotropy field originating from the dipolar
field as given below:
Fig. 3. (a) Variation of precessional frequencies of mode 1 obtained from simulated FFT sp
(H) of 1.3 kOe is applied as shown in the insets. Precessional frequencies of different SW
honeycomb and octagonal lattice symmetries, are plotted as a function of bias field H. T
results, solid line: Kittel fit.
f ¼ c0

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðH þ Hdx þ HkÞðH þ Hdx þ Hk þ 4pMxÞ

p
ð1Þ

where f is the precession frequency, Hk is the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy field, which is negligible in Py, Hdx is the inter-dot inter-
action field along x-direction and Mx is effective magnetization of
the sample along x-direction. Other parameters are described ear-
lier. For horizontally coupled nanodots, the effective field along x-
direction responsible for frequency of the spins precessing at the
centre of the dots can be represented as,

Hx ¼ H þ Hdx ð2Þ
Fitting the frequency variation of mode 1 of honeycomb lattice

we have found that Mx = 646 ± 13 emu/cc and Hdx = 37 Oe. On the
other hand, the fitting parameters found from Eq. (1), for mode 1
of octagonal lattice are Mx (mode 1) = 657 ± 16 emu/cc and Hdx

(mode 1) = 97 Oe. For mode 2, these parameters are found to be,
Mx (mode 2) = 657 ± 16 emu/cc and Hdx (mode 2) = �57 Oe. Earlier
reports reveal that for single nanodot (d = 100 nm, thickness 20
nm) the effective Ms value obtained for highest frequency mode
was 672 emu/cc [29]. The weaker inter-dot interaction field results
in a splitting of the uniform centre mode of a single dot, which is
absent for S = 30 nm, where strong collective dynamics of the array
dominate (as shown in Fig. 2(b). The negative value of Hdx indicates
that it opposes the bias field due to complex coupling between the
vertically situated nanodot pairs [35]. The lower frequency
branches for both the lattices are fitted with a simple Kittel for-
mula by excluding the interaction field Hdx from Eq. (1) to avoid
additional complications:

f ¼ c0

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðH þ HkÞðH þ Hk þ 4pMxÞ

p
ð3Þ
ectra of honeycomb lattice and mode 1, 2 for octagonal lattice with S. Constant field
modes for Py nanodot array with inter-dot separation, S = 75 nm, arranged in (b)

riangular symbols: experimental data, circular symbols: micromagnetic simulation



The Mx values obtained for mode 2 and 3 of honeycomb lattice
are 236 ± 2 emu/cc and 147 ± 11 emu/cc. For octagonal lattice,
mode 3 and 4 yielded Mx values as 367 ± 17 and 217 ± 2 emu/cc,
respectively. The other magnetic parameters are found to be simi-
lar to the 20-nm-thick Py film values. Relatively smaller effective
magnetization values for lower frequency modes indicate the
effect of nonuniform internal field due to unsaturated spins near
the edges of the dots. These modes have similarity with the edge
mode of a single nanodot studied earlier [29]. For octagonal lattice,
mode 5 (Fig. 2(b)) is hardly identified at the low field regime due to
overlap with the low frequency noise (around 1–2 GHz) in the
time-resolved data. Hence, even in their most strongly coupled
regime, the honeycomb and octagonal lattices do not show a con-
tinuous thin-film-like coupled dynamical behavior as observed for
the hexagonal lattice [29]. In addition, the opposite trend of varia-
tion of frequency with inter-dot separation in mode 1 and mode 2
of the octagonal lattice is a consequence of complex coupling
between the horizontal and vertically paired nanodots. These two
modes are found to be stable with bias field.

3.3. Micromagetic analysis of spin-wave mode profile

Fig. 4 shows the power and phase maps of the SWmodes for the
honeycomb lattice having three different inter-dot separations
(S = 30, 75 and 250 nm). For mode 1, the power of the SW is mainly
concentrated at the central part of the individual dots. The phase of
a dot is shown in the inset which confirms that the mode is centre
Fig. 4. Simulated SW power-phase maps of Py nanodot arrays with honeycomb lattice sy
side of each panel. The mode numbers are indicated at the top of the images. Phase map
each image. The color bars corresponding to power and phase profiles are indicated wit
mode [29] of the dot distributed uniformly through the whole
array. Mode 2 is the backward volume (BV) like mode of the nan-
odots distributed uniformly through the entire array. For mode 3,
the shaded area indicates the region where magnetostatic interac-
tion along the field is less causing appearance of the asymmetric
edge modes between the dots along each column. Mode 4 has sim-
ilar nature as asymmetric edge mode. Mode 5 is edge mode of the
array where power of SWs is mainly concentrated along two
vertical edges of the array.

For S = 75 nm, mode 1 is again the centre mode of the dots dis-
tributed over the entire array. Mode 2 is the modified BV-like mode
of the dots. Mode 3 is an edge mode of individual dot uniformly
distributed through the whole array. Finally, for S > 200 nm, the
collective behavior of the whole array disappears and the SW
modes of single nanodot come up individually. Consequently, at
S = 250 nm, only centre and edge modes of the dots persist.

Fig. 5 shows the power and phase profiles of the nanodot arrays
arranged in octagonal symmetry with different inter-dot separa-
tions. For S = 30 nm, mode 1 corresponds to centre mode of each
dot distributed through the array. Mode 2 is the BV like mode of
the dot placed at each denser row shown in dotted area. Appear-
ance of this mode is a consequence of strong collective interaction
between the spins of the edges of the dots placed very closely with
each other. But the dots located in sparser rows have negligible
power. Mode 3 is purely the edge mode of nanodot placed in the
vertical column as indicated by the shaded regions. This mode is
not uniformly distributed through the whole array because
mmetry. Inter-dot separations are mentioned in numerical figures on the left-hand
for individual dots corresponding to each SW mode profile is shown in the inset of
h respective scales.



Fig. 5. Simulated SW power-phase maps of Py nanodot arrays with octagonal lattice symmetry. Inter-dot separations are mentioned in numerical figures on the left-hand
side of each panel. The mode numbers are indicated at the top of the images. Phase map for individual dot corresponding to each SWmode profile is shown in the inset of each
image. The color bars corresponding to power and phase profiles are indicated with respective scales.
presence of strong interaction has destroyed the edge modes of
two consecutive nanodots placed in denser row.

For S = 75 nm, the highest frequency mode of S = 30 nm splits
into two complementary modes. Mode 1 is the centre mode of
the dots placed in denser rows. Mode 2 is centre mode of the dots
placed in the sparser rows. Mode 3 shows that within each dot the
nature of SW is BV like and the power mainly lies in each alternate
row as shown in the figure.
The phase shown in the inset of the corresponding power sup-
ports the BV-like nature of SW. For mode 4, edge mode of the dots
is uniformly distributed through the whole array. Mode 5 is edge
mode of the array. However, these five modes converge into three
modes as the inter-dot separation increases. As shown in Fig. 5, for
S = 150 nm, mode 1 is the centre mode of the dots distributed
through the whole array. Mode 2 is edge mode of the individual
dot which is supported by phase shown in the inset of the image.



Mode 3 is clearly a driven mode appeared in the vicinity of mode 2
with relatively lesser intensity. For S > 200 nm, two low frequency
modes merge together similar to honeycomb lattice and form dis-
tinct edge mode. The high frequency mode is the centre mode
which remains at the same position. Undoubtedly the collective
behavior of the whole array disappears here and magnetostatic
interaction among the dots is reduced drastically.
3.4. Calculation of magnetostatic field distribution

To gain more insight about the collective dynamics for honey-
comb and octagonal lattice symmetries with varying inter-dot sep-
arations, we have calculated magnetostatic field distribution for
the dot arrays using LLG micromagnetic simulator [41]. Solving
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, this solver calculates the static
field distribution of the system. The internal and magnetostatic
field distribution for three different inter-dot separations of two
lattice symmetries are shown in Fig. 1S of supplementary material.
From this we can get a qualitative idea about the dipolar coupling
strength as well as magnetization distribution across the dot array.
At first the whole system is saturated along x-direction with a high
magnetic field followed by reduction of the field to desirable bias
field value, mimicking the experimental geometry. We have
observed that for H = 1.3 kOe, in the static configuration, the mag-
netizations remain aligned along the field direction (x-axis) form-
ing a quasi-single domain inside each dot. Due to the presence of
unsaturated charges near the dot edges the demagnetizing field
(Hdx) comes into the picture. This field is known to be the dipolar
field acting in between two magnetic dipoles situated at finite dis-
tance. To analyze the x-component of the field (as shown in Fig. 6
Fig. 6. Distribution of x-component of magnetostatic interaction field with distance alon
symmetries with different S. The red linescans are taken along the white dotted line for th
and yellow (sparser row) dotted lines for octagonal lattice respectively. P1, P2, P3 indicat
minima. Variation of magnetostatic field values for different positions, with distance be
octagonal lattice symmetries. The magnetostatic field distribution is shown at the inset
(a) and (b)) for the honeycomb lattice, linescan has been taken
along the white line shown in the inset of Fig. 6(c), for S = 30, 75,
200 nm representing the strongly collective, weakly collective
and isolated regime, respectively. The variation of stray field with
distance shows that there are two different positions, P1 and P2,
where stray field exhibits local minima. Here the centre-to-
centre distance between two dots along is represented by r. In
Fig. 6(c) the trend of stray field value is found to be decreasing
and then saturating with increasing r. Similarly, for octagonal lat-
tice we have taken linescan along the row, but this time for two
different rows, denser (as shown in white dotted line in Fig. 6(d)
inset) and sparser (yellow dotted line) row. Fig. 6(b) shows the
variation of stray field with distance for S = 30, 75 and 200 nm.
Interestingly in this case, we find three different positions (P1,
P2, P3) where the stray field exhibits local minima. We have plot-
ted those values with respect to r in Fig. 6(d) which showed similar
trend like honeycomb lattice. We have considered a simple model
to explain the behavior of this field variation. Considering each dot
as a single dipole oriented along x-direction in a row [29], the mag-
netic field (B) in between two parallel dipoles can be expressed as:

B / 1
r3

ð4Þ

and the two curves in Fig. 6(c) and (d) are fitted with this equation.
The fit shows that the stray fields in between the dots placed at

denser row or sparser row of these lattices are dipolar in nature.
The dipolar interaction is highly anisotropic depending on the

relative orientation between the inter-dot coupling direction and
the applied field (H). When the dots are in single domain state
the effective field inside the dot governs the frequency (f) of centre
g the row in the Py nanodot arrays having (a) honeycomb and (b) octagonal lattice
e honeycomb lattice. The red and blue linescans are taken along white (denser row)
e the position of the linescan where the magnetostatic field value experiences local
tween the corresponding nanodots for all the arrays having (c) honeycomb and (d)
of each figure.



mode. For horizontally coupled dots, the dipolar field along x-
direction (Hdx) is added to the applied field. However, for vertically
coupled dots the effective field is reduced due to this anisotropic
dipolar field.

With increasing inter-dot separation (S) the strength of the
dipolar interaction decreases (as shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d)), so
the contribution to the effective field modifies accordingly. The
honeycomb lattice can be thought as assembly of horizontally cou-
pled paired nanodots having inter-dot separation r = S + d, placed
along the rows. So, the applied magnetic field will act parallel to
this pair (see Fig. 6(c) inset). For, S = 30 nm, the magnetostatic cou-
pling is strongest in our case and the dipolar interaction solely con-
tributes to the enhancement of Hx. So, the peak frequency of the
centre mode was found to be highest (see Fig. 3(a)). With increas-
ing separation, the collective behavior becomes weaker and the
peak frequency experiences a red shift. When the dots become
almost isolated, then the frequency of the centre mode attains a
constant value and the whole array shows the nature of isolated
dots.

Interestingly we have found that for octagonal symmetry the
lattice is an assembly of horizontally as well as vertically coupled
paired nanodots. Hence, when bias field is applied along
x-direction, the magnetization inside the dots in the horizontal
arms starts to precess with slightly higher frequency than the other
nanodots according to Eq. (3). So, for S = 75 nm mode splitting
appear at the higher frequency which cannot be seen for honey-
comb lattice. As S increases from 75 nm to 100 nm, the gap between
mode 1 and mode 2 reduces. For higher separations (S > 150 nm)
those two modes merge. Fig. 1S, shows that for S = 30 nm, the stray
field distribution among the dots forming the diamond structure is
different than other separations. The connecting stray fields
between the dots placed at the vertical apex of the diamond
strongly dominate over the features of dipolar interaction of the
neighboring pairs. Due to strongly collective behavior of the whole
array the mode splitting does not appear. The asymmetric edge
modes of the dots (mode 3, 4 of honeycomb and mode 3 of octago-
nal lattice), arise due to the dipolar coupling among the neighbors.

If the dipolar interaction is weak and is not directed along bias
field, the effect of unsaturated spins of those edges cannot be ruled
out by the strong internal field.

In the context of appearance of BV-like mode for octagonal lat-
tice at S = 30 nm, the contribution from diamond shaped region
again comes into the scenario. In this region, stray fields are verti-
cally distributed and flux density is very high. This is responsible
for increasing the demagnetization at the corresponding edges of
the dots and uniform BV-like nature of mode 2 is affected by the
field distribution of this region. For S = 75 nm, the field distribution
undergoes a drastic change. The dots forming diamond shaped
region are no longer connected by the vertically interacting fields.
So, the unsaturated spins of one edge of each dot along the denser
row have strong magnetostatic coupling with another dot whereas
the other three edges form closed flux structure. Thus, the BV-like
nature of the SW inside each dot does not appear for S � 75 nm.

The other modes in the collective and non-collective regimes
originate from the resultant dipolar interactions of different posi-
tions as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for both the lattices. For higher
separation, the dots are free from neighboring magnetostatic inter-
action and they flaunt their individual character being in the same
array. For these completely isolated dots the dipolar interaction
becomes negligibly small.
4. Conclusion

In essence, we have systematically studied the magnetization
dynamics of Py nanodot arrays having two different lattice config-
uration, honeycomb and octagon. All-optical time-resolved MOKE
technique is used for excitation and detection of collective magne-
tization dynamics and to probe various features of anisotropic
dipolar interaction among the nanodots. The purpose of studying
these Bravais and non-Bravais lattices is twofold. Firstly, the effect
of anisotropic dipolar interaction can be prominently observed
within the octagonal lattice having horizontally as well as verti-
cally coupled paired nanodots. Consequently, splitting of highest
frequency mode and their variation with inter-dot separation are
explored. On the contrary, the honeycomb lattice does not contain
this unique feature with the paired nanodots placed only parallel
with the field. This exclusive feature obtained in our experiment
will intensify the interest of scientific community to study the field
driven spin-wave modes in magnonic crystal. From the time-
resolved Kerr traces we have obtained damped sinusoidal preces-
sion involving multiple frequency modes for the nanodot arrays.
The FFT spectra for honeycomb lattice contain three separate
regimes within increasing inter-dot separation from 30 nm to
300 nm. A strongly collective behavior was observed for the array
with highest areal density. Rich spin-wave spectra experience a
transition to weakly collective regime and reach a completely iso-
lated regime. For octagonal lattice the evolution of spin-wave
modes with strongly collective nature, is noticeably different. Here
only three modes are observed for the array with highest areal
density which are spread to a rich frequency band with increasing
separation. Most interestingly the highest frequency mode splits
into two modes. The bias field dependence of precessional fre-
quency shows that these modes are stable within our experimental
field regime. Gradually this rich spin-wave band emerges to the
isolated regime for S � 200 nm. The simulated mode profiles
enhance our knowledge about the spatial distribution of power
and phase in these arrays as well as identification of each mode.
The numerically calculated stray field distribution of the ground
state for honeycomb and octagonal lattices having different
inter-dot separations helps our understanding about the anisotro-
pic dipolar coupling of the magnetic dipoles. Our findings will pro-
mote the understanding of complex interactions in magnonic
crystals for application as GHz frequency filter and attenuator.
For smaller areal density, reduction in magnetostatic coupling
strength makes these nanodot arrays suitable for storing informa-
tion within them. Thus, the signal overlapping, cross-talk in the
microwave communication devices can be avoided.
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